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PARTİTA S2 EXECUTIVE DESK

Design;       Faruk Malhan

Desks

Materials & Finishes;

a- The desktop is  manufactured from 18mm MDF with  laminate with  special
chamfering detail on all edges. The edges are finished with natural Wax on
MDF.

Desktops Materials 

Veneer  Desks  can  be  selected  among  Koleksiyon  Veneer  finishes  as
stated below 

         Light Oak Lacquer

         Dark Oak Lacquer

         Light Gray Oak Lacquer

         Dark Gray Oak Lacquer

Marble Desks  are in  10mm composite  material  with  a  stronger  and much
lighter novel solution.

Leather Desks are in leather-covered 10mm MDF panels.

Glass Desks  are in 10mm glass covered with special  lacquer on the back
surface.

b- The  mainframe under  desktop  is  a  20x50x2mm  steel  rectangular  profile
and finished in the electrostatic epoxy coat.  

c- The  legs are  an  exclusively  designed  aluminum  profile  wrapped  with
natural Oakwood and presented in four different finishes as; 

         Light Oak Lacquer

         Dark Oak Lacquer

         Light Gray Oak Lacquer

         Dark Gray Oak Lacquer

d- The mainframe under  desk  top  is  a  20x50x2mm steel  rectangular  profile
and finished in the electrostatic epoxy coat.  

e- The  legs are  an  exclusively  designed  aluminum  profile  wrapped  with
natural Oak wood and presented in four different finishes as; 

         Light Oak Lacquer

         Dark Oak Lacquer

         Light Gray Oak Lacquer

         Dark Gray Oak Lacquer

Assembly;

a- The desktop is assembled to the metal frame with exclusively designed
plastic connection elements, by metric screws and dowels.

b- Legs  are  assembled  to  each  other  and  the  metal  frame  with  Metric
screws.

Cable Management
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A uniquely  designed plug  access  set  is  provided,  assembled  on  the  desktop,
with access to power, USB charging unit and data. The top surface of the plug
set also provides wireless charging for practicality. 
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